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Abstract
A recent trend in ultra low bit-rate speech coding is based
on segment quantization by unit-selection principle using large
continuous codebooks as a unit database. We show that use of
such large unit databases allows speech to be reconstructed at
the decoder by using the best unit’s residual itself (in the unit
database), thereby obviating the need to transmit any side infor-
mation about the residual of the input speech. For this, it be-
comes necessary to jointly quantize the spectral and residual in-
formation at the encoder during unit selection, and we propose
various composite measures for such a joint spectral-residual
quantization within a unit-selection algorithm proposed earlier.
We realize ultra low bit-rate speaker-dependent speech coding
at an overall rate of 250 bits/sec using unit database sizes of 19
bits/unit (524288 phone-like units or about 6 hours of speech)
with spectral distortions less than 2.5 dB that retains intelligi-
bility, naturalness, prosody and speaker-identity.
Index Terms: Speech coding, ultra low bit-rate, unit-selection,
no residue transmission

1. Introduction
Segment vocoders based on variable length segment quantiza-
tion have provided the means of achieving low to ultra low bit-
rates in the range of 800 to 150 bits/sec, while offering intelli-
gible speech quality.

One of the recent trends in variable length segment quan-
tization has been to use large continuous codebooks (derived
from long continuous speech data) in a unit-selection paradigm
to achieve bit-rates in the range of sub-1000 bits/sec [1], [2],
[3], [4], [5], [6]. While [1] used frame-level unit-selection, [2]
proposed a segment based unit-selection with HNM based syn-
thesis at the decoder. This system followed the concatenative
synthesis framework and provided the unit information for syn-
thesis in the form of the index of the unit that quantizes a given
input segment and supplied the prosody information (duration,
gain and pitch) by direct estimation and transmission of these
parameters. At the decoder, duration, gain and pitch modifica-
tions were applied within the HNM framework.

The other work reported on unit-selection based segment
quantization [3], [4], [5], [6] focused more on efficient spectral
quantization with emphasis on optimality, unit-size and com-
plexity within a one-pass dynamic programming framework in
the range of 150-250 bits/sec without any attention to residual
quantization and the bit-rates reported were only for the spectral
and segment duration quantization.

In this paper, we propose a unit-selection based segment
quantization scheme which leads to the interesting possibility of
not having to transmit any side-information about the residual at
all. We arrive at this scheme from the important observations i)
that unit-selection based segment quantization systems typically

employ large unit-databases (as termed in concatenative speech
synthesis) and, ii) that by virtue of the largeness of the continu-
ous codebook, it becomes possible to quantize an input segment
by an unit in the unit database in such a way that the speech
corresponding to the unit (after applying ‘only’ duration mod-
ification) is a close reconstruction of the input speech (of that
input segment). This is realized in a LPC synthesis framework
as follows: i) apply duration modification on the unit quantizing
the input segment to match the duration of the input segment,
ii) the speech corresponding to the (duration modified) unit is
synthesized at the decoder using the LP frames of that unit and
the corresponding residual in the unit-database without requir-
ing any information about the input residual.

In order to ensure that a selected unit in the unit-database
can indeed approximate the input speech by using its own resid-
ual for synthesis, we propose a joint spectral-residual quantiza-
tion scheme using various ‘composite measures’ for the unit-
selection based segment quantization. These measures quantify
how well both the spectra (LP envelope) and the residual (exci-
tation component) of an unit (i.e., the frames in the unit) match
those of the original input segment, thereby providing a match
of the overall speech signal and ensuring that the synthesis at
the decoder using the unit in totality (with its own residual) does
indeed produce a speech signal ‘close’ to the input speech sig-
nal. By the proposed approach, we incur only the bit-rates for
spectral and duration quantization and are able to limit the over-
all bit-rate to 250 bits/sec for a continuous codebook of size 19
bits/segment (i.e., 524288 units or about 6 hours of speech).

2. Unit-selection framework for coding
Fig. 1 shows the proposed joint spectral-residual quantization
set in a unit-selection framework proposed earlier [2] described
as below:

Figure 1: Proposed ‘no-residue transmission’ unit-selection
framework with joint spectral-residual quantization
1. Unit database: Consider a long continuous speech with con-
tinuous sequences of LP parameter vectors or mel-frequency
cepstral coefficient (MFCC) vectors. A ‘unit-database’ is de-
rived from this continuous speech by segmenting and quantiz-
ing (i.e., labeling) the continuous speech using a ‘clustered’
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codebook V = {v1, v2, . . . , vp, . . . , vP } by variable-length
segment quantization (VLSQ) [7]. This results in a unit-
database which is a sequence of variable-length units U =
(u1, u2, . . . , uN ), where a unit un is of length ln frames, given
by un = (un(1), un(2), . . . , un(ln)); each unit has an index
(or label) from the clustered codebook, i.e., the label of unit un

is L(un) ∈ [1, . . . , P ]. Typical value of P is 64.
2. Input speech segmentation: The input speech (speech to
be coded) is segmented and labeled by the same clustered code-
book V using variable length segment quantization [7]. If the
input speech utterance is a sequence of vectors (MFCC or LP
parameters) O = (o1,o2, . . . ,oT ), this results in a segmenta-
tion ofO intoK segments given by S = (s1, s2, . . . , sk−1, sk,
. . . , sK)with corresponding segment lengths (L1, L2, . . . , Lk,
. . . , LK). By virtue of the segmentation ofO intoK segments
using the VLSQ codebook V , each segment sk is associated
with a label from the VLSQ codebook V , denoted by L(sk)
which can take a value from 1 to P .
3. Unit Grouping: Define a group Gk corresponding to each
sk, k = 1, . . . ,K , where Gk is a collection of all units in the
unit database U such that the VLSQ label of all these units are
the same as that of sk, i.e.,Gk = {un : L(un) = L(sk)}. This
defines a collection of units Gk from the unit-database U for
each segment sk of the input speech utterance, which are now
the potential candidate units for quantizing segment sk.
4. Unit selection segment quantization: Subsequent to the
definition of S = (sk, k = 1, . . . ,K) and Gk, k = 1, . . . ,K ,
a Viterbi decoding solves for the optimal sequence of unit in-
dices Q∗ = {q∗1 , q∗2 , . . . , q∗k−1, q

∗
k, . . . , q

∗
K} that minimize an

overall decoding distortion (quantization error) when the seg-
ment sequence S = (sk, k = 1, . . . ,K) is quantized by
the corresponding unit sequence (uq∗

k
, k = 1, . . . ,K) under

the constraints that i) unit uq∗
k
quantizes segment sk and is

drawn from the group of units Gk, ii) two consecutive seg-
ments (sk−1, sk) are favored to be quantized by two units
uq∗

k−1
, uq∗

k
which are consecutive in the unit-database. This

is realized via a Viterbi decoding i) on a trellis of segment dis-
tortion values {Du(sk, uqk )}, k = 1, . . . ,K where uqk ∈ Gk

andDu(sk, uqk ) is an appropriately defined distortion between
segment sk and unit uqk and ii) by using concatenation costs
which favor quantizing consecutive segments of input speech
using consecutive units in the unit-database.
5. Run-length coding: The system then exploited the ‘index-
contiguity’ in the above unit-sequence Q∗ to perform a run-
length coding thereby achieving low effective bit-rates though
the unit-database sizes used could be significantly large. Details
of run-length coding and effective bit-rate calculations can be
found in [2], [3], [4].

In order to further develop the joint spectral-residual quanti-
zation and the composite measures proposed here, the following
provides details of the above unit-selection quantization:

The overall distortion (quantization error) is given by

D∗ = min
Q

[α
K∑

k=1

Du(sk, uqk ) + (1− α)
K∑

k=2

Dc(qk−1, qk)]

with the corresponding optimal unit sequence
Q∗ = {q∗1 , q∗2 , . . . , q∗k−1, q

∗
k, . . . , q

∗
K} that quantizes

sk, k = 1, . . . ,K being

Q∗ = argmin
Q

[α

K∑

k=1

Du(sk, uqk)+(1−α)

K∑

k=2

Dc(qk−1, qk)]

Here, Du(sk, uqk) is the unit-cost (or distortion) in quan-
tizing segment sk using unit uqk which is restricted to belong

to Gk. Dc(qk−1, qk) is the concatenation-cost (or distortion)
when unit uqk−1 is followed by unit uqk , but now with the re-
striction that uqk−1 , uqk belong respectively to groups Gk−1

and Gk, i.e., uqk−1 ∈ Gk−1, uqk ∈ Gk. This is given by

Dc(qk−1, qk) = βk−1,k · d(uqk−1(lqk−1), uqk(1))

where, d(., .) is the Euclidean distance between the last frame
of unit qk−1 and the first frame of unit qk. βk−1,k = 0, if qk =
qk−1 + 1 and βk−1,k = 1 otherwise. This favors quantizing
two consecutive segments (sk−1, sk) with two units which are
consecutive in the codebook; run-length coding further exploits
such ‘contiguous’ unit sequences to achieve lowered bit-rates.

The unit cost Du(sk, uqk ) involves time warping of the
unit uqk (of length lqk ) to match the duration of the input
segment sk (of length Lk). We do this here by ‘space-
sampling’ - a resampling of unit uqk to yield Lk frames
so as to match sk, which is as follows: The total length of
unit uqk is computed (using a Euclidean norm on the LP
vectors (say, LARs) of uqk ); then the spectral trajectory
of the unit uqk is resampled at Lk equispaced points in
the LAR space. Thus if the segment sk is given by the
sequence of frames sk(1), sk(2), . . . , sk(l), . . . , sk(Lk)
and the unit uqk is given by the sequence of frames
uqk (1), uqk (2), . . . , uqk(l), . . . , uqk (lqk), the resam-
pled version of the unit uqk is given as u′qk =
(u′qk (1), u

′
qk(2), . . . , u

′
qk (l), . . . , u

′
qk (Lk)), wherein the

re-sampled unit u′qk is now matched in duration with the input
segment sk. The unit costDu(sk, uqk ) is then defined as

Du(sk, uqk ) =

Lk∑

l=1

d(sk(l), u
′
qk(l)) (1)

3. Joint spectral-residual quantization
The essential principle of joint spectral-residual quantization
is based on the fact that the output speech is synthesized us-
ing the unit sequence u′q∗1 , u

′
q∗2
, . . . , u′q∗

k
, . . . , u′q∗

K
where each

frame’s LP filter is driven by its own corresponding residual
without having any side information of the residual transmit-
ted to the decoder. The optimization involved in determining
Q∗ therefore has to solve forQ∗ by using an appropriate ‘com-
posite distance measure’ in defining Du(sk, uqk ), so that the
resulting minimized distortion reflects the best match between
the input segments sk, k = 1, . . . ,K with the corresponding
units uqk , k = 1, . . . ,K . Each resultant space sampled unit
u′qk , k = 1, . . . ,K can then be used for LP synthesis with its
own residual in a self-contained manner without requiring any
side-information about the residual (of the frames of the input
segments sk) to be transmitted to the decoder.

The main modification to the above framework for re-
alizing a joint spectral-residual quantization lies in defining
Du(sk, uqk ) appropriately to take into account the matching
of both the spectral properties (as defined by the LP parame-
ters) and the residual properties by means of ‘composite dis-
tance measures’ so as to arrive at an overall match between the
speech signal corresponding to segment sk and unit uqk .

For defining the composite distance measures, let
the segment sk = (sk(1), sk(2), . . . , sk(l), . . . , sk(Lk))
be associated with its residual frames rik =
(rik(1), r

i
k(2), . . . , r

i
k(l), . . . , r

i
k(Lk)), where the super-

script i stands for input segment. Likewise, let the resampled
unit u′qk = (u′qk (1), u

′
qk(2), . . . , u

′
qk(l), . . . , u

′
qk (Lk))

have its associated residual frames as ruqk =
(ruqk (1), r

u
qk (2), . . . , r

u
qk(l), . . . , r

u
qk(Lk)), where the su-

perscript u stands for unit.
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We now consider 5 definitions of the unit costDu(sk, uqk )
in Eqn. 1 based on the underlying distance measures used in
matching input segment sk and unit uqk . Of these, the first is
the standard LAR based Euclidean distance and is not really
a ‘composite’ measure in the sense that it measures ‘only’ the
spectral quantization error and is used here mainly as a base-
line to represent a conventional system which does not concern
matching the residual also. The other 4 defiitions are ‘composite
measures’ in the sense they combine spectral and residual infor-
mation in different ways to match the overall spectra (speech).
1. LAR only (LAR): sk(l) and u′qk (l) are LAR vectors (of dim
d) and d(sk(l), u′qk (l)) is the Euclidean distance between them.
2. High dimension MFCC (MFCC): sk(l) and u′qk (l) are
MFCC vectors of high dimension (80) derived by using
80 triangular filters and all the 80 coefficients after DCT.
d(sk(l), u

′
qk (l)) is the Euclidean distance between them. The

high dimension MFCC is intended to represent both the spectral
and residual information by virtue of its larger number of finely
spaced filters. A dimension of 80 was found optimal (among
values 40, 80, 120, 160) for best performance.
3. LAR and Pitch (LAR+P): This combines the LAR based
distance metric with pitch differences between corresponding
frames of input segment sk and unit u′qk , given by

d(sk(l), u
′
qk(l)) = γ

∑d
i=1 |sk(l, i)− u′qk(l, i)|2

+(1− γ)|P i
k(l)− Pu

qk(l)|2

where P i
k(l) is the pitch value of the lth frame of input seg-

ment sk and Pu
qk(l) is the pitch value of the l

th frame of the
re-sampled unit u′qk . The pitch values are zero for unvoiced
segments/units. γ = 0.6 was used for best performance.
4. Log magnitude power spectral distortion (PSD): Here,
sk(l) and u′qk (l) are the log magnitude power spectra (256 point
spectra) of the lth frame of the input segment sk and unit u′qk .
Such an attempt to match the power spectra takes into account
both the LP spectra and the excitation spectra together, thereby
providing a direct match between the input speech and the unit
speech segments. d(sk(l), u′qk (l)) is given by

d(sk(l), u
′
qk(l)) =

256∑

i=1

|sk(l, i)− u′qk(l, i)|
2

5. Cross-correlation (CC): Here we define d(sk(l), u′qk(l)) as
a weighted sum of the Euclidean distance between the LAR vec-
tors (sk(l) and u′qk(l)) and the best cross-correlation value be-
tween their corresponding residual rik(l) and ruqk (l). This is
given by (γ = 0.5 was used for best performance),

d(sk(l), u
′
qk(l)) = γd(sk(l), u

′
qk (l)) +

(1− γ)CC(rik(l), r
u
qk(l))

where CC(rik(l), r
u
qk (l)) is given by [8]

CC(rik(l), r
u
qk(l)) = max

m
ρ(m)

ρ(m) =
〈a(i)b(i−m)〉 − 〈a(i)〉 〈b(i−m)〉

(
〈a2(i)〉 − 〈a(i)〉2

) 1
2
(
〈b2(i)〉 − 〈b(i)〉2

) 1
2

where a(·) and b(·) are respectively rik(l, ·) and ruqk (l, ·) (for
notational convenience), m is the positive window shift of the
unit residual ruqk(l) in computing the cross-correlation, 〈 〉 de-
notes the time average of the enclosed expression for i rang-
ing over the window length. ρ(m) is the normalized cross-
correlation defined and used earlier in [8] between the synthetic
glottal volume velocity (obtained from a glottal model) and that

obtained from inverse filtering the original speech as part of a
set of cost functions minimized in estimating articulatory pa-
rameters from a given speech signal. This was perhaps a rare
instance of a measure that matches residual in time domain and
suits the composite measure required here.

By using these ‘composite measures’, the attempt is to
match the spectra (LP envelope) and the residual jointly in or-
der to give a measure of the overall match of the input segment
sk and unit uqk . Selection of a unit uqk for quantizing segment
sk through a good match under the composite measure then in-
dicates that the use of the residual ruqk(l) in LP synthesis with
filter parameters (prediction coefficients) derived from u′qk (l)
can yield a speech signal frame very close to the speech sig-
nal corresponding to the frame sk(l) in the input segment sk
and consequently in being able to synthesize an output speech
segment that closely resembles sk for all k = 1, . . . ,K .

4. Experiments and Results
The proposed unit-selection with joint spectral-residual quanti-
zation using the 5 different composite measures was evaluated
on a unit-database derived from an audio book which is a sin-
gle speaker database comprising of passages in the domain of
astronomy spoken in English by a male speaker with an Amer-
ican accent. The unit-database was divided into 2 parts, Train
and Test, with about 6 hours of speech in Training and 1 hour
of speech in Test. We used unit-databases from Train with sizes
ranging from 9 bits/unit (512 units) to 19 bits/unit (524288 units
or the full 6 hours of speech). We report results on one test sen-
tence (‘By which time the sun has moved across the face of our
galaxy’) from Test of about 5 sec duration (same speaker as
Train but outside all the unit-databases from Train).

We present results of the proposed unit-selection based seg-
ment quantization in terms of quantization accuracy using rate-
distortion curves between conventional average spectral distor-
tion and the overall bit-rate with run-length coding. This is
shown in Fig. 2 for the 5 composite measures. The conventional
average spectral distortion (SD) is measured between the orig-
inal sequence of linear-prediction vectors and the sequence ob-
tained after segment quantization and duration modification at
the decoder. The average spectral distortion is the average of the
single frame spectral distortion over the number of frames in the
input speech; the single frame spectral distortion is the squared
difference between the log of the linear-prediction power spec-
tra of the original frame and the quantized frame, averaged over
frequency. This essentially measures how well the spectral in-
formation is quantized under the joint spectral-residual quanti-
zation scheme. The following can be noted: i) LAR performs
the best since it matches only the spectra; the other 4 composite
measures perform with slightly higher spectral distortion since
they emphasize matching both the spectra and residual and in
the process compromise on the spectral match alone. ii) Of the
other composite measures, CC and PSD perform the next best
indicating they do manage to achieve a good spectral match too.
LAR+P and MFCC have higher distortions. iii) The spectral
distortion shows a prominent reduction with bit-rate and reaches
as low as 2.5 dB (for LAR and CC) for effective overall bit-rates
of 250 bits/sec. (As a reference, 1 dB spectral distortion corre-
sponds to the standard transparent quality).

Since our objective is to compare the 5 different composite
measures used under the ‘no-residue transmission’ framework,
it is meaningful to show the ‘overall’ performance in terms of
the average log magnitude power spectral distortion (PSD) be-
tween the input speech frames and output speech frames vs
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Figure 2: Rate-distortion plot (SD vs overall bit-rate)

overall bit-rate. This is shown in Fig. 3 for the 5 composite
measures. The following can be observed from this figure: i)
the PSD values are higher than SD values since the overall PSD
includes the residual spectra mismatch (over and above LP en-
velope spectral differences), ii) CC performs the best indicating
that it achieves the best match of spectra and residual combined,
iii) this is followed by PSD and then by MFCC indicating their
ability to match the overall spectra (including residual) quite ad-
equately, iv) LAR performs the poorest indicating it is unable to
select units with the residual also matching; LAR+P performs
better indicating the addition of pitch offers better composite
match in selecting units with the right residual.
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Figure 3: Rate-distortion plot (PSD vs overall bit-rate)
The above observations, when interpreted in a combined

way (SD and PSD), corroborates with the actual quality of the
synthesized speech by listening. While formal listening tests
are underway, we found that CC performs the best in terms of
overall quality of speech which is intelligible, natural and re-
tains speaker-identity and prosody (gain and intonation) and is
closest to the input speech; this is borne out by the fact the CC
has the lowest PSD and 2nd best SD (very close to the SD that
LAR alone can achieve). This shows the feasibility of realiz-
ing practical ultra low bit-rate speech coding at 250 bits/sec un-
der the joint spectral-residual quantization scheme in the unit-
selection framework using unit-database of size 19 bits/unit (or
about 6 hours of data). Since the SD continues to decrease at a
steady rate, it can be expected that use of larger unit-databases
(perhaps 10 hours or more as in concatenative TTS) can yield
spectral distortions as low as 2 dB and less.

This is also borne out by the plots of speech waveform
(Fig. 4) and residual (Fig. 5) for the 5 composite measures.
The selected speech is the diphthong /ay/ from the word ‘time’.
Clearly, CC performs closest to the original input speech, with
a remarkable match of the residue. The non-exact match of the
speech waveform (given the more or less exact match of the

residual) is due to the spectral quantization errors. PSD is close
to CC; LAR+P and MFCC perform poorly and LAR has some
match due to the inherent coupling of the residual to the LP
parameters (but with a gross mismatch in gain).
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Figure 4: Input speech and output speech waveforms
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Figure 5: Input residual and unit-database residuals used in
synthesis

5. Conclusions
We have proposed an ultra low bit-rate speech coder based
on unit-selection with joint spectral-residual quantization using
various types of composite distance measures, which thereby
obviates the need for transmitting any residual information.
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